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2.2.1 The learning levels of students are assessed as such 

by the Department of Mathematics (it is an Under- 

graduate Department) 

1. Score/Marks in eligibility examination during admission, 

especially in mathematics. 

2. Score/marks obtained in unit test/ internal examination/ 

Annual examination. 

3. Performance/ Participation of the students is regular classes, 

i.e. they reciprocate to the awareness asked in the class. 

4. Promptness in solving mathematics sums/ problem/ 

question that are done or asked in the class. 
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Mathematics used to upgrade slow learner: 
Slow Teaching Methodology:-The slow learner need slow and step wise 

teaching methodology which is practiced for them. 

Revision/ Tutorial / extra classes are organized for slow learner, so that 

they can cope up with the studies and understand better. In such classes are 

small so they get more attention. 

Personal Counselling is done for slow learner, so that they can express 

their difficulty or problem with the faculty, regarding their student. 

Repeat of basic concepts:-Most slow learner forget what has been taught 
earlier, so the basic concept of math is being revised, repeated and 

practiced for them. 

Regular practice is ensured:- slow learner are given have assignment, as 
they need repeatedly and regular practice. 

Varying instruction and techniques, according to their needs, i.e. giving 
them solved example from easier books. Focusing on those portion which 

are comparatively easy and so they can get good marks. 

Varying instruction 
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Regular Practice
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Mechanism for advanced learners: 

Giving them extended knowledge on the subject taught. 
Extended library use and providing more reference looks. 

Giving them mathematical assignment on more challenging 

> 

topics. 
Give them more exposure by guest lecture/ peer lecture. 
Giving them career guidance. 
Ensuring active participative of advanced learners in various 
activities related to studies/ academic activities. 
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Career guidance 
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